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1. Introduction. In solving partial differential equations by ma-

chine methods, it is customary to replace the partial differential

equations by finite difference equations. Questions of stability and

convergence of the finite difference solution then arise naturally. In

the recent literature the heat equation Ut = Uxx has been thoroughly

investigated from this point of view in References [l; 2; 3], and the

wave equation Utt=Uxx has been similarly treated in [4]. In this

paper the stability and convergence of two different finite difference

approximations to a partial differential equation of the fourth order

will be considered.

2. The problem. The equation and boundary conditions governing

the transverse vibrations of a homogeneous rod are

d*U       d2U
-\-= 0, 0 < x < 1, t > 0,

(1) dx*        dt2

U(0, t) = U(l, t) = Uxx(0, i) = Uxx(l, t) = 0, t £ 0.

The initial conditions are taken to be

(2) U(x, 0) = /(*),        Ut(x, 0) = 0, 0 < * < 1.

The exact solution of this problem is well known and is given by

w

(3) U(X, t)   =   22 fln Sm n^X COS «27T2/,
n=l

where

(4) <z„ = 2 I    f(x) sin nirxdx.
J 0

The function f(x) is assumed to have continuous first and second

derivatives and piecewise continuous third and fourth derivatives.
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The more general initial condition Utix, 0) =gix) will introduce no

additional complexities.

3. A forward finite difference equation. The equation (1) may be

replaced by the finite difference equation

Vix, t + At) - 2F(x, Z) + Vix, t - At)

(5) = - r2[Vix + 2Ax, Z) - 47(* + Ax, i)

+ 6Vix, t) - AVix - Ax, t) + Vix - 2Ax, Z)],

where r is the mesh ratio defined by

(6) AZ = r(Ax)2.

Equation (5) is a forward finite difference representation which allows

us to calculate successively the values of V along the mesh line Z+AZ

if the values of V are known along the mesh lines Z and Z—AZ. Let us

divide the interval 0"Sx5=1 into M equal subintervals so that

Ax = l/M. By separating variables it is easily shown that a solution

of (5) for fixed r and M is

" itM2 ( nie
(7) Vix, t) = ¿jbn sin nxx cos <— arc cos ( 1 — 8r2 sin4-

„_i \ r \ 2M

where bn are arbitrary constants. Each term of (7) satisfies (5) and the

same boundary conditions as Z7(x, Z) at the mesh points, namely

(8) F(0, Z) = F(l, Z) = VUO, t) = Vxxil, Z) = 0, * £ 0.

Collatz [5] has shown that the finite difference representation (5)

under the boundary conditions (8) is stable for a fixed value of the

mesh ratio ri£l/2. A finite difference representation is defined to be

stable if round off errors introduced at one line of the computation

tend to decay as the computation proceeds. Collatz did not however

investigate the convergence of the solution (7) of the difference equa-

tion to the solution (3) of the differential equation. In this paper we

shall show that with proper choice of the constants bn the solution

(7) will converge to the solution (3) for any arbitrary fixed value of

r > 0 as M—> oo.

4. An exact solution of the difference equation (5). Following

Leutert [4] we define for any positive integer M>\ another positive

integer ¿(Af) such that kiM) <M1,& and limjf»«, ¿(M) = oo. In (7) we

choose b„iM)=0 for n>kiM) and we choose the remaining o„(M)

so that for Z>0,

| bniM) - an\   < «AT-1'6 uniformly for ra = 1, 2, • • • , k,
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whenever M>Mi(e). Then an exact solution of (5) is

*<^> UM2 I mr\)
(9) V'm(x, t) =   2j bn(M) sin nicx cos <—— arc cos I 1 — 8r2 sin4-)>

n=i l r \ 2AÍ/J

for O^x^l, 2^0. The initial condition at the line t = 0 becomes

k(M)

(10) VM(x, 0) =   X) bn(M) sin »ttx.
n-l

One possible way to choose the constants bn in (9) is to take

bn = an (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k). This is the choice which minimizes the

integral

f  [f(x)-VM(x,0)]2dx.
J 0

5. The convergence theorem. We establish  first the following

lemma:

Lemma I. Letr>0, 0^z^wM~il6/2. Then there exists an M2(r) such

that for M>M2 and for every e>0

(ID
/ M7t\

4rz2 — arc cos    1 — 8r2 sin 4-
V 2M)

re
< -

M3

Proof. Choose M3(r) so that for all admissible z and for all M>M3,

(12) 1 - SV2 sin4 3 > 0.

Let /(z)=4rz2-arc cos  (1-SV2 sin4 z). We then have /(0) =/'(0)

=/»(0)=/'"(0)=0and

16f sin 2z(l + 8r2 sin4 z - 10r2 sin2 z - 8r4 sin6 z)

f"(z) =-i-1.
J (1 - 4r2sin4z)6'2

From (12) we have 4r2 sin4 z<l/2. It then follows easily that

16r sin2z-2
f'"(z) <-= 32 • 26'2r sin 2z,
J (1/2)6/2

and

/ lOr 8r    \
f'"(z) > - 16rsin2z-26'2(-1-)
7 V2-21'2     16-21'2/

> - 352r2 sin 2z.
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For 0^z5ÍTr/4, sin 2z^2z so that

-704r2z St /'"(*) ^ 256-21'*ra.

Upon integrating three times from 0 to z we obtain

88 32-21'2
-rV ^ Hz) ^ ■- rz4,

3 3

or

11 2-21'2
-rVAf-16'6 < /(a) ^-nr'Jf-"'».

12 3

It is clear that there exists an M2 such that for M>M2 and for every

e>0, |/(z)| <er/M3. This establishes the lemma.

We are now prepared to prove the convergence theorem.

Theorem I. Under the assumptions

(a) r, t, x fixed with r > 0, t > 0, 0<x<l,

(b)
oo /»l

fix) = 2~lan sin nirx, an = 2  I    /(x) sin nirxdx,
n-l «J o

I/O*) | <P o« 0 5=xí=l and fix) satisfies the conditions stated in §2;

(c) | bn(M) - tf» | < eM-"6 for 1 g » s; jfe(Af ) and for all M > M tie) ;

(d) k(M) < Mlli, lim  k(M) = oo ;

it follows that

lim Fjf(x, Z) = i/(x, Z),
3f—K>°

or

*<£>                                  UM2             / mr\\
lim     V bJM) sin wirx cos <-arc cos ( 1 — 8r2 sin4 ■— )>
Jf—    Zi                                    \ r                \ 2M/Í

00

= ¿2 an sin razrx cos nVt.
n=l

Proof. In (11) set z = nir/2M. Then for M> M2

M2t ( nv\
-arc cos ( 1 — 8r2 sin4-) — nVl

r \ 2Ml

eZ
< —

M

and therefore
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M2t / nic\
-— arc cos l 1 — 8r2 sin4 ■-) — cos wV2i
r \ 2MJ

M2t
cos-

et
< —

M

Let us write

k

Vm(x, t) —  U(x, 0=2 (°n — dn) Sin nirX COS «27T2<
n-1

k

+   23   [(*n  —  dn)   +  ßnj  SÍn «7TX
n-1

Í M2t / M7T\ )
• -Ccos-arc cos ( 1 — 8r2 sin-I — cos n2ir2t>

I        r \ 2MI )

—   23 a« sm nwx cos n2v2t
n=k+l

=   h + It + I3 + Ii.

Using the assumptions of the theorem we obtain

|Ji|   á«-Jf-»'«-*C10á« forJf>Afi,

| 7, |   g e-M-U'-d/M-kiH) ^ e2t for M > M2,

| 7» |  á 2Pä/M-k(M) < 2ePt for If" > M2,

| 741   ^ e for ilf > M4,

the last inequality following from the convergence of the series solu-

tion (3) for U(x, t) for fixed t and from assumption (d). Hence for

J7>Max (Mi, Mt, M3, Mi) we obtain upon adding the inequalities

| VM(x, t) - U(x, t) |   g e(2 + et + 2Pt).

This establishes the convergence theorem.

6. An implicit finite difference approximation. The forward differ-

ence approximation given in §3 is stable only if r ^ 1/2. This imposes

a severe restriction on the size of the mesh length At^l/2M2. In

order to remove this restriction we replace the differential equation

by the following implicit difference approximation:

(13)    AtU(x,t) + (r2/4)Ax[U(x,t+At) + 2U(x,t) + U(x,t-At)] =0,

where A4, and A? denote the fourth central difference with respect to

x and the second central difference with respect to t, respectively.

This representation leads to a system of M— 1 equations in M— 1

unknowns which must be solved at each line in t. To test the stability

of this representation we note first that the error e(x, t) introduced
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at one line of a computation satisfies the same difference equation (13)

as the function £/(x, Z). If a solution of the error equation is sought

in the form c(x, t)=fix)git), the method of separation of variables

yields the two following equations for determining/ and g:

git + At) - 2---git) + git - AZ) = 0,
1 — A

K).(14)   fix + 2Ax) - 4/(x + Ax) + 2 ( 3 + — )/(x) - 4/(x - Ax)

+ /(x - 2Ax) = 0.

A solution of (14) which satisfies the boundary conditions (8) is

fix) =sinax. By substituting in (14), the relationship between a and

X is found to be

X = - 4r2 sin4 «Ax/2.

The determinantal equation for git) =£' is

1 +X
£2Ai _ 2 - £A< + 1 = 0.

1 -X

Now errors of the form/(x)g(Z) will not grow in time if | g(Z) | 5| 1. The

solution of the determinantal equation is

1 - 4r2sin4aAx/2
£A< = -—,

1 + 4r2 sin4 oAx/2

from which it is apparent that |£At| gl for all r>0 and for all real

values of a. Thus the finite difference approximation is stable for all

values of the mesh ratio r.

By separating variables a solution of (13) which satisfies the same

boundary conditions as í/(x, Z) is found to be

00

VmÍx, t) = J2 OniM) sin nwx cos

(15)
(M2t 1 - 4r2 sin4 imr/2M) )
<-arc cos -———>
lr 1 + 4r2 sin4 imr/2M) j

7. Convergence of the implicit difference solution. We first prove

the following lemma which is very similar to Lemma I.

Lemma II. Let r, t be fixed, t>0, 0;£z5j7rA/"_4/5/2. Then there exists

an integer Afi(r) such that for all M>Mi,
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/l - 4r2 sin4 z\ I       er
4rz2 — arc cos [-)   <-

\l+4r2sin4z/|      Af3

Proof. Choose M3 so that for M>M3

1 - 4r2 sin4 z > 0.

Let

1 — 4r2 sin4 z
/(z) = 4rz2 — arc cos ■

1 + 4r2 sin4 z

Then just as in Lemma I, /(0) =/'(0) =/"(0) =/'"(0) =0 and

16r sin 2z
f'"(z) =-(1 + 2r2 sin2 z - 24r2 sin4 z

(1 + 4r2 sin4 z)s

— 48r4 sin6 z + 16r4 sin8 z).

Using r2sin4 z<l/4 we establish the following bounds on/'"(z),

-8r(l + r)z4 sí /"'(a) g, — (1 + 5r)z4,

and therefore,

1
-l/2r(l + r)7rW-16'6 á /(z) g — r(l + SrVAf-16'5.

6

Thus for M>Mi,

| /(a) |   < er/Jf3.

Theorem II. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem I,

lim  FaKx, Z) = f/(x, I).

The proof of the convergence theorem now follows in exactly the

same manner as in Theorem I.
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